Individual tubular graphite cones (TGCs) are characterized using Raman spectroscopy at room temperature. A split G band at 1569 − 1587 cm -1 is directly observed from the root to the tip of TGCs without requiring surface electromagnetic and chemical enhancement effects. The G band can be deconvoluted into two Lorentzian peaks at 1571 ± 2 and 1584 ± 3 cm -1 , which may be attributed to the resonance enhancement of a single chirality excitation between the innermost tubes and other constituent tubes of the TGCs, respectively. Results suggest that the splitting of G band can be envisaged as a fingerprint for monochirality of tubular carbon nanomaterials.
Introduction
Raman spectroscopy is one of the most powerful tools developed for the structural characterization of carbon based materials, such as diamond, carbon nanotube (CNT), fullerene, graphene and graphite etc [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In particular, it can distinguish the type (multiwall, metal or semiconducting single-wall) of CNTs based on the low-frequency radial breathing modes (RBMs) and the unique profile or line-shape of split G bands. However, it is quite difficult to determine multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in the presence of graphite due to the lack of the specific RBMs and branched G bands in the Raman spectra. The main reason is either higher density of structural defects or harmful local environments around MWCNTs make the RBM silent or the G band degenerate [9] . To date, the multiple split G band in MWCNTs was only observed with a surface enhanced Raman technique on silver substrates [10] . Recently, we reported the growth of monochiral tubular graphite cones (TGCs), whose structure is similar to MWCNTs, on hundred micrometer sized carbon spherules [11, 12] . They not only are highly crystalline with a single-crystal nanotip in nature, but also have long distance from the Si substrate, enabling us to probe individual TGCs without the influence of the substrate and other extraneous factors such as strain, bundling and deformation etc [13, 14] . TGCs have also been reported with preferential zigzag monochirality detected by an electron diffraction technique in our previous work [11, 15] , offering a stable platform to study monochirality behaviour of tubular carbon based materials utilizing conventional Raman spectroscopy. This is more convenient than electron diffraction techniques currently used [11, 15] . In this paper, we systematically investigate Raman spectra from different regions along asgrown individual TGCs at room temperature. The relationship between the splitting of G 3 band and the crystalline quality of tubular carbon nanomaterials is discussed. In order to assign the Raman mode symmetry, polarized data for the G band feature of TGCs are systematically studied. 
Experimental details
TGCs were grown by a microwave assisted plasma chemical vapour deposition using insitu-evaporated Fe catalysts [12] . As-grown TGCs were found to separately stand on the top of perfect carbon semi-spherules with a diameter of 85 -150 µm as shown in Figure   1 As discussed in the literature for SWCNTs and MWCNTs with the innermost nanotube diameter of less than 2 nm, the low-frequency mode observed in this study is believed to originate from the RBM of the thinner innermost carbon tube of TGC, which has been shown to have a diameter of around 2 nm [11] . However, the variation in peak intensity is quite small in different regions of TGCs and no enhanced resonant, stronger peak was found at the tip. Therefore, the low-frequency mode could also be assigned as an in-plane transverse acoustic (iTA) phonon branch mode of graphite, which is located at 300 cm -1 in theory and at 288 cm -1 in experiment for highly crystalline graphite whiskers [16, 17] .
As for the G bands, they appear to be branched with either a shoulder or being made of two sub-peaks. respectively. The integrated intensities of sub-peak B are much larger than those of subpeak A, with the ratio range of 13 -85. However, at the measurement spot very close to the tip (Figure 3a) , the Raman spectrum can be deconvoluted into two well defined
Lorentzian sub-peaks with the frequencies of 1573 and 1587 cm -1 . Except for the slight up-shift (4 -6 cm -1 ) in wavenumber possibly due to the phonon dispersion induced by 7 circumferential quantum confinement in the tube compared to other regions of the TGC [18] , the FWHM of sub-peak A at 1573 cm -1 is quite large up to 15 cm -1 and the two subpeaks have comparable integrated intensities with a ratio as small as 1.2. All data fits (peak position, FWHM, integrated intensity and ratio) of the two sub-peaks for the G band from the root to the tip of individual TGCs are shown in Table 1 . Figure 4 shows the integrated intensity of two sub-peaks as a function of the distance measured from the root to the tip of an individual TGC. From the root to the tip of TGCs, the integrated intensity of sub-peak A and their corresponding FWHM gradually increase, while the integrated intensity of sub-peak B and the integrated intensity ratio of two sub-peaks greatly decrease and their FWHM remains almost constant. Contrary to the RBM, the G band in SWCNTs shows a more complex spectral feature due to the curvature induced symmetry-breaking effect in the Brillouin zone of SWCNTs.
Both theoretical calculation and experimental measurements show that the G band of SWCNTs consists of six Raman-active modes with the symmetry of A(A 1g ), E 1 (E 1g ) and E 2 (E 2g ) [18, 19] . All of these are not always visible or distinguishable, and strongly dependant on the different growth methods used to prepare samples. Usually, in a majority of samples two featured peaks appear: a higher-frequency (ω (Fig.5b) . The slight variation in the intensities may be due to the system and measurement errors, but at 20º there is a slight increase in the ω -G peak which we attribute to resonance in the innermost nanotube G mode. Obviously, these TGCs are different from SWCNTs and aligned MWCNTs [20, 21] , in which both show strong angular dependence of the polarized G band with the highest intensity occurring when the incident radiation is polarized parallel to the tube axis. However, some discrepancies with 11 theoretic predictions and unusual G band intensity behaviour are found from individual SWCNT of even the simplest tube system due to depolarization effects or complex multipolar electronic resonance antenna effects [22] . Here, when compared to a SWCNT, the single TGC is a complex integrated system of co-axial tubes and the depolarization effects should be relaxed like in MWCNTs [21] , leading to optical response unchanged for the polarized light. This can't be simply ascribed to the diameter variation of the onedimensional structural TGC [23] . For the simple SWCNTs, the difference of electronic structure makes optical antenna effect stronger for metallic than for semiconducting nanotubes [24] . For the TGCs, its structural monochirality with special electronic structures may breakdown the symmetry of structure and induce polarization-independent optical resonant absorption to occur for the intersubband transition [25, 26] , completely smearing the optical antenna effect, in which the optical absorption takes place only when the light polarization is parallel to the nanotube axis. In this case, the angular dependences measured do not reflect the mode symmetries and are not compatible with the theoretic predictions for symmetry.
It is interesting to explore reasons as to why we can directly observe both the low- the co-deposited carbon nanoparticles by infrared irradiation in air at 500 ºC for 30 min [29] . From the same purified samples, he reported multiple split G bands in the MWCNTs by using a surface enhanced Raman technique [10] . Thus, the high-purity or highly crystalline quality of material is a prerequisite for directly detecting both lowfrequency mode and split G bands. This is considered suitable in high-quality materials, which show various non-resonant phonon scattering to be minimal. In our studies, asdeposited TGCs are of high crystalline quality, as evidenced by the very weak defectinduced D and D′ bands being only present at the root of the TGCs [12] . Meanwhile, the
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TGCs are of preferential zigzag monochirality, in which all constituent rolled graphene sheets have identical zigzag chirality [11, 15] . In this kind of unique atomic configuration, it is possible that the TGCs have extraordinary electronic and phonon density of states compared with poly-chiral MWCNTs [30] . The van der Waals interaction between the constituent inner tubes in the TGCs is no longer akin to that in SWCNT bundles and general MWCNTs [31] . A strong resonant excitation may occur in these TGCs, similar to that observed in SWCNTs directly or MWCNTs with the magnification normally associated with electromagnetic and chemical enhancement effects [3, 10] . This is supported by the poor depolarization effect from the angular independent intensity behaviour. As a result, the split G band can be found directly from highly crystalline and monochiral TGCs that are only 20 % in the sample, without any external enhancement effects. The G band splitting can't be accounted for solely by other factors (such as the stress, small-size and curvature effects etc.) than the structural monochirality, because the as-deposited TGC is a straight, rigid and isolated nanostructure freely standing on the carbon spherules and no structural deformation can happen inside. Thus, in terms of a unique microstructure of TGCs, its characteristic Raman spectra presented here may be used as a fingerprint of monochirality of tubular carbon-based materials. The detailed corresponding relation between the peak frequency and the structure of TGCs needs to be further investigated by both theoretical and experimental studies.
Conclusion
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In summary, we report a low-frequency peak at 280 cm -1 and a split G band at 1569 − Raman study shows that the as-deposited TGC is of high crystalline quality and the G band splitting may be considered as a fingerprint of the monochirality of tubular carbon nanomaterials. Both the highly crystalline quality and the monochirality of TGCs play a major role in the finding of the low-frequency mode and structured G band.
